
December 15, 2021  Shinja Kokoro no Michi Benkyōkai
Deepen Your Gratitude and Understanding

Shinji
The more the kokoro (principle) of gratitude is attained, human beings hone their jittai and become the person (life) 
that is one with their unmei.

Why does Kami give the world the Shinji, principles, through Shisha?
All people (humanity) who learn the teachings and deepen their understanding of the principles, will know the 
significance (worth) of the teachings through experience.

To the Shinja
How is your kokoro (effort) to learn the teachings and deepen your ties with family members?
Today exists because your ties to family members and relatives support your life.
The kokoro to give back grows with this awareness and the love (aishin) you give to family members, relatives, 
friends, acquaintances deepens.
The more you learn the teachings and live by the principles of the path, you will acquire gratitude for each 
encounter.
The kokoro (conviction) to live and give back also grows stronger.

Now that you are in the time (month) to deepen your kokoro of Aiju (gratitude), shinja should be grateful for their 
many encounters and make the pledge to live with the kokoro to give back as they look back on their life this year.

The more this kokoro of gratitude deepens, your kokoro (life) will be protected and you will be guided to a time 
(an era) of many joys in the hands of Kami during the coming year.

Summary of the Shinji

The more the kokoro or sense of gratitude deepens in people, the more they make the best of the strengths of the 
unmei they were given. As we become people who see and accept the world from a larger perspective, the negative 
aspects of our personality and jittai are corrected; and we live a life that is one with our unmei and useful to the world.

The Shinji are a constant at Shinji Kyōkai. In the past, first Tomomarusai Sensei then Tomomaruhime Sensei received 
the Shinji from Kami. Presently, we are in the age of Shinkon and the Shinji that gives us the principles are continually 
given to us through Tomomarukō Sensei. 

The Shinji is vital to achieving kaiun. They teach us how the world works, the natural way of things, as well as the 
principles, thus we are able to perceive the correct way to live. Kibō no Michi will always manifest when we live by the 
Shinji, the principles; and we will live a life that is one with our unmei. This is the value of living by the Shinji.

Kami asks us if we have learned the many Shinji, made them a part of us and made the most of them in our 
relationship with our family members. Kami asks this because a family in harmony is the source of happiness. It is of 
the utmost importance that our family life makes the most of the teachings.

Our life matters because we have the support of our family members. The more we are aware of this, the more our 
desire to give back to our family grows. Our love for many people also deepens, in addition to our love for our family 
and relatives.

We begin to feel gratitude for each encounter we have the more we make the effort to learn the teachings and abide 
by the path. As a result, our desire to give back and to be useful to many people grows stronger. 

We are now in December, the month of Aiju Onrei Shinja Sanpaiji, and as we look back on the year, let us be grateful 
for our many encounters and the people who have supported us, and pledge the kokoro to give back. The more our 
thoughts of gratitude deepen with each passing year, our life becomes ever more elevated.

We are able to live and be one with our unmei under Kami’s protection as our gratitude deepens each year until our 
life comes to an end. Regardless of the changes in our environment, we will live out days filled with many joys.


